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INTRODUCTION 
LET (G, K) be a compact symmetric pair. We assume throughout the present work that 
G is simply connected; then the associated involution cr of G is unique and K is connected [4], 
whence G/K is simply connected and orientable. A map q : G- G, defined by q(g) = 
s*c(s)-l, induces by passing to quotients a differentiable map rl: G/K--+ G. The purpose 
of the present work is to describe the Brouwer degree (precisely the local degrees) of the 
maprcoq:G/K- G/K by the terms of diagrams of the pair (G, K), where n : G- G/K 
is the projection. 
In case G = K x K, the corresponding symmetric space K x K/K can be identified with 
the Lie group K by a diffeomorphism p : K x K/K--+ K defined by p(k,, k2) = k,k; ‘. 
Then the map n O q will be transformed through p to a map 5 : K- K given by c(k) = k2. 
Thus the map 71 O Q is the version for compact globally symmetric spaces of the map 5 of 
compact Lie groups. Now it is a well known theorem of Hopf [7] that the Brouwer degree 
of C is 2’, where I denotes the rank of K. So we can settle the question: “To what extent is it 
true that the degree of a O 9 is 2”, denoting by 1 the rank of the pair (G, K)?” The answer 
to this question is given in the present work by Theorem (3.1). 
$1 indicates some ways to apply the Brouwer degree of a O q to thetopology of sym- 
metric spaces. In $2 we connect our program to some properties of diagrams of symmetric 
spaces. Since then, all discussions are made depending only on the terms of the diagrams. 
Finally our theorems are applied to give another proof for the results of Harris [5]. 
$1. PREZIMINARY THEOREMS 
(1.1). Using the notations of the introduction, we put c = rr O q and denote by d the 
Brouwer degree of C, i.e. denoting by M a suitable fundamental homology class of G/K, 
(1.1) . c,(M) = d-M. 
We discuss homology and cohomology with a field F of characteristic p as coefficients and 
denote by D the PoincarC duality operator in G/K, i.e. the cap-products with M. Then 
the well known relation 
i&Z*(x) n M) = x n i,(M) (x o H*(GIK; EN 
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and (1.1) imply 
(1.2) c,oDo[*=d*D. 
Since H,(G/K; F) is finite dimensional, (1.2) implies that 
(1.3) if d # 0 and p is zero or does not divide d, then the homology map [, is bijective. 
Next consider the following diagram 
c 
G/K x K-G 
1 I 
x’ n 
Glfv 
C 
- GIK, 
where { : G/K x K- G is given by [(SK, k) = q(gK)*k and rr’ is the projection onto the 
first factor. The pair (c, c) is a bundle map and, under the assumptions of (1.3), induces 
isomorphisms of fibre and base homologies, and hence that of spectral sequences. In 
particular we obtain 
THEOREM (1.4). If d # 0 and p is zero or does not divide d, then the homology map I, 
is bgective over F and K is totally non-homologous to zero in G over F. 
(1.2). Now assume that n,(K) is a finite group. Then the universal covering group t 
of K is compact. Let w : l? -K be the covering map and c the order of Z,(K). Ifp is zero 
or does not divide c, then the homology map m, is bijective as is well known; hence the 
composite map [, 0 (id. x w)* is also so if the conditions of (1.4) are further satisfied. 
Since G/K x R and G are simply connected and x,(G) = 0 by a well known theorem of 
Cartan, we can apply Serre [9], theoreme de J. H. C. Whitehead, to the map [ 0 (id. x w) so 
as to conclude some V-isomorphisms of homotopy groups. 
For any integer n, denote by V,, the class of finite abelian groups consisting of p-primary 
components uch that p divides n. Then by the above discussions we obtain 
THEOREM (1.5). If ‘d # 0 and a,(K) is a finite group of order c, then q induces a VCd- 
splitting of the ho&otopy sequence of thefibering IC : G - G/K and gives WJsomorphisms 
xi(G) z xi(K) @ n,(G/K) 
for all i 2 0. 
$2. DISCUSSION OF LOCAL DEGREES 
(2.1). Let g and r be Lie algebras of G and K, and 
g=f+m 
the Cartan decomposition of the pair (G, K). Put M = exp m. M is a closed submanifold 
of G and A4 = q(G/K), i.e. gives a diffeomorphism of G/K onto M under our general 
assumption that G is simply connected. If we identify G/K with M by q, then 1; is trans- 
formed into a map 
given by e(q) = q2 for q E M. 
<:M-M 
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Let T- be a maximal torus in M and q a generating element of T_, i.e. the set (f ; n E Z} 
is everywhere dense in T- . A pre-image of q by 5 is a solution of the equation 
x2 = q 
in M. For every solution x the set {x”; n E Z} n T_ is everywhere dense in T- so that x 
belongs to T_. (Cf. a similar discussion in Hopf [7].) Since the number of the solutions in 
T- is 2”, 1= dim T_, we obtain 
PROPOSITION (2.1). Choose a point p of G/K such that q(p) = q, a generating element of 
T_. Then the set C-‘(p) of pre-images of p by C is a finite set consisting of 2’ elements con- 
tained in x(T_), where A= rank (G, K). 
(2.2). Let t- be the Cartan subalgebra of the pair (g, f) tangentialto T_. If we choose 
an element H of t- such that 
(2.2) exp H = q, 
then the point p’ given by 
(2.3) P ’ = n o exp(H/4) 
is a pre-image point ofp by c. Every pre-image point ofp by [ can be given in the above way. 
(2.2) implies that H cannot be contained in any singular plane of (g, I) in t- because q is a 
generating element of T_. (For the definition of singular planes in t-, cf. [2,3].) 
Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of g containing t-, r the root system of g with respect o t 
(in the sense of ‘angular parameters’), and r,, the subsystem of r consisting of such roots 
that their restrictions to t- are zero forms. Choosing a u-order in r (cf. [l]), we denote 
by P+ the set of positive roots of r - q, with respect o this order. 
To discuss the local degree of C at p’, let us consider the following commutative diagram 
t 
m - in 
(2.4) 
I 
rocxp 
I 
necxp 
G/K- GiK, 
where t(X) = 2X for all X E m. Choose a co-ordinate system and an orientation in m. 
The tangent space at each point of m to m is canonically identified with m itself. On the 
other hand m is identified to the tangent space (G/K), of G/K at the distinguished point 
e = eK as usual. Then (G/K), and G/K are oriented. By left translations L,,p(a,4j and 
L expfH,Zj are introduced coordinate systems in the tangent spaces (G/K),,, and (G/K), to 
G/K at p’ and p respectively from that of m. Thereby the induced local orientations at p’ 
and p are compatible to that of G/K. Under this situation we can apply a formula of 
Helgason [6, p. 251, formula (2)], to calculate the determinants of d(x O exp) at H/4 and 
H/2 respectively and obtain 
(2.5) 
det(d(n o exph& = n sin na(H/Z) 
.=P+ xa(HP) ’ 
sin xa(H) 
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These formulas imply that both determinants are non-zero because a(H) are not 
integers for all a E P, by our earlier remark. Hence (2.5) and the commutativity of (2.4) 
imply that det(@&,.) is non-zero and calculated as follows : 
det((d&.) = 2” n 
==P+ (“i~~ZYsi:~$$2)) 
= 2” d 6rjl+(cos nu(H/2)) 
where II = dim M. Therefore we obtain 
PROFQSITION (2.6). The local degree of C at p’ is + 1 or - 1 according as the value 
(2.7) n cos 7sa(H/2) 
.eP+ 
is positive or negative. 
(2.3). Now the Brouwer degree of [ is equal to the sum of local degrees of t; at all 
pre-image points of p by C. Therefore we must compare the values (2.7) for different choices 
of pt. 
Let qf be another generating element of T-, and pl, HI and pi denote similar choices 
to those of p, p’ and H for q. We call a singular plane (a, n) in t, a E P, and n an integer, 
is of even type or of odd type according as the integer n is even or odd. 
PROPOSITION (2.8). The local degrees of { at p’ andpi are the same or dtfirent according 
as the number of singular planes of odd type in t crossed by the line segment HH, is even or 
odd. 
Proof By Proposition (2.6) the local degrees of [ at p’ and p; are the same or different 
according as the value 
(2.9) n cos na(H/2)*cos ncr(HJ2) 
aeP+ 
is positive or negative. To see this, it is enough to see that the value 
(2.10) cos na(H/2).cos 7ru(H1/2) 
is positive or negative according as the number of singular planes of the form (a, 2r + 1) 
crossed by the line segment NH, is even or odd for each a E P,. 
cos rrcl(H/2) is positive or negative according as 
4n - 1 c E(H) < 4n + 1 or 4n + 1 < a(H) < 4n + 3 
for some integer n. Similarly cos xa(HJ2) is positive or negative according as 
4m - 1 < a(H,) < 4m + 1 or 4m+1<a(HI)<4m+3 
for some integer 172. 
Thus (2.10) is positive only if 
(i) 4n - 1 < a(H) < 4n + 1 and 4m-l<a(H,)<4m+l 
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or 
(ii) 4n + 1 < a(H) < 4n -t 3 and 4m + 1 < a(H,) < 4m + 3. 
In case (i) HH, crosses the singular plane (a, 2r + 1) if and only if 2r + 1 belongs to the 
interval [4n, 4m]. In case (ii) MI crosses the singular plane (a, 2r + 1) if and only if 2r + 1 
belongs to the interval [4n + 2,4m f 21. In both cases it is now clear that the number of 
singular planes (a, 2r + 1) crossed by HH, is even. . 
Similarly we see that if (2.10) is negative then the discussed number is odd. Q.E.D. 
Here we remark that H and H, belongs to t-, then we see immediately that, denoting 
by Q, the set of restricted positive roots with respect o the given order (cf. [l]), (2.9) is 
equal to 
(2.11) n (cos na(H/2)*cos na(H,/Z))“(~‘, 
9eQ+ 
where m(4) denotes the multiplicity of C$ E Q + . Discussing the sign of (2.11) as in the proof 
of Proposition (2.8), we obtain 
PROPOSITION (2.12). The local degrees of c at p’ andp; are the same or different according 
as the number of singular planes of odd type in t- crossed by the line segment HH,, counted 
with multiplicities, is even or odd. 
(2.4). To appiy the above propositions to the actual computations of the Brouwer 
degree of [ tie need some more complements about the pre-images of p by C. , 
Lerr be an element of the unit lattice exp-‘(e) n t- of T-, and H an element oft- 
satisfying (2.2). Then the two elements 
p’ = 71 0 exp(H/4) and p” = 7c 0 exp((H + r)/4) 
belong to c-‘(p). Now p’ = p” if and only if exp(z/4) E K, which is equivalent o saying 
that 2/2 E exp-‘(e) n f-. Thus, choosing an element H of t- satisfying (2.2) and a basis 
of the unit lattice exp-‘(e) n t-, say z,, . . . . zl, 2L points 
(2.13) exp((H + ‘til + . . . + 7314) 
for all subsequences (iI, . . . . ik} of (1, . . . . 1) (including the void sequence), are mutually 
different and form the whole set 5-‘(p). 
About the choice of the first element H satisfying (2.2), we can choose the generating 
element q of T- sufficiently near to e, the neutral element of G, and consequently H suffi- 
ciently near to the origin. Moreover we can choose q and H so that H is contained in any 
arbitrarily chosen Weyl chamber oft- (by the conjugacy of Weyl chambers under the Weyl 
group operations), e.g. so as to satisfy 
(2.14) 0 < 4(H) < 1 for all c&EQ+, 
or 
(2.15) 0>4(H)> -1 for all c$EQ+. 
Under such a choice of H, the local degree of 5 at x 0 exp(H/4) is always + 1, 
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§3. SYMMETRIC SPACES OF SPLITTING RANK 
(3.1). A symmetric pair (G, K) is called of splitting rank [23 if it satisfies 
rank G = rank K + ‘rank(G, K). 
This condition is equivalent o say that every restricted root of (G, K) has even multiplicity, 
[2, Prop. 1.21. 
THEOREM (3.1). The Brouwer degree of C is equal to 2’, A= rank (G, K), ifand only ifthe 
pair (G, K) is of splitting rank. 
Proof. If (G, K) is of splitting rank, then m(4) is even for all 4 E Q+ as remarked 
above. Hence Proposition (2.12) implies that the local degree of c at each pre-image point 
of p by c has the same value and hence must be + 1 since it is + 1 at least at one point of 
t;-‘(p) by a remark at the end of (2.4). Thus the Brouwer degree is 2’ by Proposition (2.1). 
Choosing an invariant metric in g we talk about the length of roots, denoted by 11 I:, 
as usual. 
If (G, K) is not of splitting rank, then Q+ contains at least one root of odd multiplicity. 
Take an irreducible component of Q,, say Q:, containing a restricted root of odd multi- 
plicity. 
We see that every longest root of Q: has odd multiplicity. Because: if otherwise, 
there is a longest root 4 of Q : of even multiplicity, then any root a of P, such that a]t- = 4 
satisfies 11 ai/ ’ = 2 II + II ’ since a is orthogonal to o*a [l]; on the other hand a shorter root $ of 
Q: has odd multiplicity (since longest roots are conjugate to each other under the Weyl 
group operations and have the same multiplicities), hence $ E P, [l]; now 2(/$(12 $ /14112, 
so that 4jl$]] ’ $ [la]] 2; here # and a must belong to the same irreducible component of 
P, [l], which is impossible by the well known property of the length of roots of simple 
Lie groups. 
The highest root p of Q: is a longest one. Therefore it must have odd multiplicity. 
Let rp denote the basic translation corresponding to p, i.e. it is perpendicular to the plane 
(p, 0) and p(r,,) = 2. rr( belongs to the unit lattice exp-‘(e) n t-. Choose a generating 
element q of T_ and H E t- so as to satisfy (2.2) and (2.15). Putting Hi = H + r,,, we com- 
pare the local degrees of C at two pre-image pointsp’ = IL 0 exp(H/4) andp” = R ., exp(HJ4). 
Since p is the highest one, 
(3.2) 0 S &rJ S 1 
for all 4 E Q, other than ,u. Hence (3.2) and (2.15) imply that the line segment m1 
crosses no singular plane of odd type which is not parallel to (p, 0). On the other hand, 
since p(r,) = 2, m, crosses just one singular plane of odd type parallel to (p, 0), that is 
(p, l), whose multiplicity is odd. Consequently by Proposition (2.12) the local degrees at 
p’ and p” are different, which implies that 
the Brouwer degree of C < 2 A 
since the number of points of c-‘(p) is 2” by Proposition (2.1). Q.E.D. 
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(3.2). Theorems (1.4) and (3.1) imply 
COROLLARY (3.3). Let (G, K) be a symmetric pair of splitting rank, then K is totally 
non-homologous to zero in G over any coeficient field of characteristic p # 2. 
For any (G, K) of splitting rank, the Bott-Samelson K-cycles associated with itself are 
orientable and even dimensional ([2], [3]), which implies, via Bott-Samelson [3], in particular 
that the loop space R(G/K) is simply connected. Hence K is simply connected. Thus by 
Theorems (1.5) and (3.1) we obtain 
COROLLARY (3.4). For every symmetric pair (G, K) of splitting rank q gives a VS,-splitting 
of the homotopy sequence of the jibration G- G/K, and %?&omorphisms of homotopy 
groups 
xi(G) = n,(K) ~3 n,(GIK) 
for all i 2 0. 
Irreducible symmetric pairs of splitting rank are as follows: (i) G = K x K and K 
is a simple Lie group, (ii) (SU@z), Sp(n)), (iii) (Spin(%), Spin(2n - l)), (iv) (Es, FJ. 
Corollaries (3.3) and (3.4) are trivial for the case (i), and known more or less for the other 
cases (ii)-( Corollary (3.4) for the case (ii) is a part of the results of Harris [5], and for the 
case (iv) is discussed recently by Kumpel [8]. 
$4. THE -c PAIRS (su(2t+ 1)1 so(z+ 1)) 
(4.1). To cover another part of the res& of Harris [5] with our method, we shall 
discuss the symmetric pair (SU(21+ l), SO(2Z+ 1)). This is a symmetric pair of maximal 
rank, i.e. T = T- a maximal torus of G, and as such a torus we can use the diagonal torus 
ofSU(21+1). Inthiscaset=t-,r=r-a d n every restricted root has multiplicity 1. 
Denoting by q, . . . . o~,+~ the weights of the identity map representation of SU(21+ l), 
r= @iJ ‘q-m,; i#j}. 
By the order in r given by w1 > . . . > o~~+~, the set 
{ai = ai,i+ 1 ; 1 s i 6 21) 
form a fundamental system of r. And - 
p+ =Q+={c~~,~; i<j}. 
Let TV, 1 5 i s 21, be the basic translation corresponding to a1, i.e. r51 is perpendicular to the 
plane (al, 0) and CQ(TJ = 2. Then r,, . . . . 721 form a basis of the unit lattice of T. The values 
au(zk) are Cartan integers. For i < j, these values are as follows: 
(4.1) Q,,,(7k) = 0 if k 4 {i - 1, i,j - 1, j}, 
= -1 if k=i - 1 or j, 
= 1 if i<j- 1, and k=i or j-l, 
= 2 if i=k=j-1. 
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(4.2). Choose a generating element q of T and H E t satisfying (2.2) and (2.14). 22’ 
elements 
71 0 exp((H + ti, + . . . + 2,)/4), 
1 $ i, < . . . < i, S 21, form the set i-‘(p), where p = n-l(q). 
Take a sequence (i I, . . . . i,} and an integer k such that i, < k, and put 
q* + . . . + ‘51, = i, H’ = H + i, H”=H’+r,, 
p’ = R 0 exp(H’/4) and p” = 7~ O exp(H”/4). 
We shall compute the difference of local degrees of c at p’ and p”. Let us first classify the 
roots of P, into six mutually disjoint sets: 
P, = {a,,,; i <j and k 4 {i - 1, i, j - 1, j}}, 
P, = {%+I,,; k + 1 <j 5 21+ l}, 
p3 = +,,j; k + 1 <j $21+ l}, 
P4 = (sic; 1 5 i < k), 
Ps = {a,,,+I; 1 St < k>, P6 = {ak,k+l). 
By (4.1), a(73 = 0 for a E P,. Hence 
(4.2) the line segment H’H” crosses no singular planes parallel to (a, 0) such that a E P,. 
For each j, k + 1 <j 5 21+ 1, we see easily by (4.1) that 
ak+&)= %+t,j(f + 4 + 1 = 0; 
thus 
0 < ak+ r,j(H’) < 1 and -1 < a,+,,j(H”) < 0 
by (2.14), that is 
(4.3) H’H” crosses no singular planes of odd type parallel to (a, 0) such that a E P,. 
Similarly, for each j such that k + 1 <j 4 2Z+ 1, 
-1 < a,j(H’) < 0 and 0 c a,,j(H’) < 1 If i,= k- 1, 
0 c a,,(H’) c 1 and 1 < a,,,i(H”) < 2 if i,<k-1. 
Thus 
(4.4) H’H” crosses 0 or 21- k singular planes of odd type parallel to some planes of P, 
accordingasi,=k-1 or <k-l. 
Discuss similarly to (4.3)-(4.4) but regarding the parity of the value a&) for each 
i, 1 s i < k. Then we see that 
(4.5) H’H” crosses even or k - 1 singular planes of odd type parallel to some planes of 
P,uP,accordingasi,=k-1 or <k-l. 
Finally ak,k+l(5k) = 2 implies that 
(4.6) H’H” crossesexactly one singular plane of odd type parallel to (oL~,~+ 1, 0). 
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Summing up the numbers of (4.2)-(4.6), by Proposition (2.8) we obtain 
PROPOSITION (4.7). The local degrees of [ at p’ andp” are the same or different according 
as i, < k - 1 or = k - 1 . (Here we must note that, if {i,, . . . . i,} is void, we consider as 
i, = - 1.) 
If, in a sequence i, < . . . < i,, there is a number i, such that i, + 1 = i,, 1, then we call 
that i, is a successive point of the sequence. Since the local degree at rr 0 exp(ZZ/4) is + 1, 
by Proposition (4.7) we see immediately 
PROPOSITION (4.8). The local degree of 5 at p’ is + 1 or - 1 according as the number of 
successive points in the sequence {iI, . .., i,} is even or odd. 
(4.3). Now we prove 
THEOREM (4.9). In the symmetric pair (SU(21+ l), SO(21+ 1)) the Brouwer degree of 
c is 2’. 
Proof by induction on 1. The case I = 1 is clear. 
Assume that the Theorem is true for I - 1, which means via Proposition (4.8) that, 
among all subsequences of { 1, . . . , 21- 2) (including the void one), the number of sequences 
with even successive points minus that of sequences with odd successive points is 2’-‘. 
For each subsequence {iI, . . . . i,} of {l, . . ., 21- 2) we associate four subsequences of
(1, . . . . 21) : {it, . . . . i,}, {iI, . . . . i,, 2Z- l}, {ir, . . . . i,, 21) and {iI, . . . . i,, 21- 1, 21). In ‘this 
way we obtain all subsequences of (1, . . . . 21). Now for a fixed {iI, . .., i,}, the numbers 
of successive points of the associated sequences are of the same parity for the first and the 
third ones, but are of the different parity for the second and the fourth ones. To count the 
number N, the number of subsequences of { 1, . . . , 21) with even successive points minus that 
with odd successive points, we shall count them dividing in the above four classes, say 
N,, NZ, N3 and N.+. Then 
Thus 
N1=N3 and Nz+Nq=O. 
N=N,+Nz+Nj+N.,=2N1=2’, 
which proves our theorem via Proposition (4.8). 
Since nr(SO(2Z + 1)) x Z,, we obtain by (1.4)-(1.5) the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY (4.10). SO(21+ 1) is totally non-homologous to zero in SU(21+ 1) for any 
coeficient field of characteristic # 2. 
(This Corollary is classically known.) 
COROLLARY (4.11). q gives %+somorphisms of homotopy groups 
n#U(21 + 1)) % 7r,(SO(21 + 1)) @ ?z,(SU(21 + l)/SO(21 + 1)) 
for all i 2 0. 
Corollary (4.11) is the result of Harris [5] which we aimed to prove in this paragraph. 
G 
(4.4). For every irreducible symmetric pair (G, K) not discussed in 593 and 4, it is 
classically known that K is not toally non-homologous to zero in G in real homologies. 
Consequently the Brouwer degree of C must be zero by (1.4). 
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